
Top Track Carriage with Positive Stops

Automatic Pool Covers’ Products

Premium Vinyl with 
Color Matched Hybrid Webbing

Strong Lead Edge Seals Out Debris

Exclusive Wayne Cover Pump
Atlas Bracket Provides

Superior Strength and Increased Versatility
11” - 24” Options

Your Safest Option



Fabric Colors

Light Blue

Royal Blue

Navy Blue

Forest Green

Light Gray

Charcoal Gray

Beige

Brown

Automatic Covers Make Sense

Safety, Solar, and Winter cover all-in-one

Pool chemicals last TWICE as long

Saves up to 70% on heating costs

Reduces pool-cleaning time

Extends the life of pool equipment

Reduces pool water evaporation

Extends swimming season

The AutoGuard® - Simple, Flexible and Reliable 

SmartMotion™ Control reduces user maintenance.

PowerTouch® touch pad operates with your personal code!

Fast — the average pool cover opens in less than 45 seconds.

Strong — delivers over 1500 pounds of torque.

Coated (18 oz.) vinyl fabric has industry’s longest life expectancy.

Commercial grade hardware is standard on all units.

Locking split-coupler allows for easy maintenance.

Meets or exceeds industry safety standards (ASTM - 1346).

Many options available!

There’s nothing more important than safety when it comes to owning a pool. That’s 
why the AutoGuard® safety cover, manufactured by Automatic Pool Covers, Inc., 
offers you the highest level of security and peace of mind. The AutoGuard® 
eliminates access to the pool water and, when used properly, can withstand 
thousands of pounds of surface weight. 

The AutoGuard® safety cover operates with the simple push of a button or 
the turn of a removable key. The system is designed to fit almost any shape 
pool, and is strong, durable and warranted to last.

Safety First
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One-Piece Encapsulated Coping
Concrete Coping Forms Available

Removable Lid Brackets
Support Non-Skid Lid

Drop & Lock Brackets Provide
Accurate Installation

Water Resistant Motor with
Quick Connect Plug

Wall Cap Supports
Slide-On Poly-Box

Adjustable Stake Braces for
Precise Leveling During Pre-Pour

Pat. #7,114,297

THREE•SIXTY•FIVETM is a complete safety cover system for those who want the 
best for their swimming pool investment. This system is a unique combination of 
year-round automatic safety cover, and a high-performance, long-lasting pool 
coping kit. The system includes a high-density poly box, coping, electric motor 
drive, flush lid, premium grade vinyl and Invisa-RopeTM.  A deliberately simple 

mechanical system and superior components make our 
system the best and most reliable in the 

industry.
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6 Slide-On Polymer Box
Premium Vinyl
Strong Lead Edge
Simple One-Piece Coping 
Clip-On Coping Splice
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Flush Walk-On Lid
HD2 - Removable Lid Bracket
AutoGuard® Drive Mechanism
Drop & Lock Mounting Brackets
Quick-Clip Box Riser

48” x 48” Corner - Assemblies Available in
3” Chop, 6” and 24” Radius, 90° Corner

Compatible with all 4” & 5” Flange Pool Walls
Max Pool Width: 24’ Max Pool Length: 50’

PowerTouch™ Security Contol Pad
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Under Track

Looking for that timeless design in 
your new pool? The under track 
application incorporates the 
AutoGuard® safety cover into a 
concealed track which is seamlessly 
fastened to the pool wall or secured 
in a track retainer system. 

The advantages of the under track 
system are that it removes the cover 
tracks from your pool deck, gives you 
more options for the edges of the pool, 
and allows for greater flexibility in 
creating an attractive lid.

Fiberglass pool, deck on deck retainer

Vinyl liner with under track 
coping and flush lid

Gunite pool with gunite retainer

Vinyl liner with under track coping
and aluminum lid

Deck Mount 

Manual Guard on a fiberglass pool

Gunite pool, top track with vinyl bench

Deck Mount AutoGuard

If your pool is less that 18 feet wide 
and shorter that 38 feet long, a manual 
safety cover may be a viable option. 
Simply pull the cover closed with an 
extended rope, and open the cover 
by turning a handle.

Manual Guard

The AutoGuard® automatic pool 
cover can be installed on top of 
the pool deck and hidden in a 
multi-purpose housing that is 
constructed out of 100% 
weather resistant PVC.

Deck mount applications are 
ideal for existing pools and 
pools that require the system 
to be installed above the 
pool deck.
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Features & Options

Standard equipment  on all 
top track and under track systems.

Lid triangles are standard equipment
on all top track systems.

PowerTouch™ Control

Stainless Guides 

Lid Triangles

Water Resistant Motor

Ladder Hinges

Optional for under track systems only.
Replaces a standard aluminum lid.

Lid Trays

Top Track

Flush Track AutoGuard®

Recessed AutoGuard®

Vinyl liner top track

Fiberglass pool, top track,
aluminum lid with lid triangles

Flush track with bronze extrusions

Fiberglass pool with flush track

Exclusive technology that revolutionizes 
pool cover use. SmartMotion utilizes user

diagnostics that prevent cover overrun, 
system overload and more!

Protects and finishes the open gap 
between the lid and the lid ends.

100% submersible 3/4 HP electric motor 
with Seal Technology™ delivers 1,500 lbs. 
of torque. Quick Connects make installation 
easy. Hydraulic units are also available. 

This optional equipment allows for 
the use of an internal ladder with
your automatic pool cover system.

The AutoGuard® automatic pool cover top 
track system can be designed as a part of 
nearly any pool shape. The cover’s low profile
track is securely mounted to the top of the
pool deck. The leading edge of the cover is 
strong and bow resistant while gliding the 
cover open and closed.

The cover opens into a recessed housing, 
visually removing the cover roll-up from the 
pool area. The system is covered with a 
sturdy lid that provides easy access to 
all system components.

The AutoGuard® automatic pool cover can be
incorporated flush into the concrete deck. 
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Under Track

Looking for that timeless design in 
your new pool? The under track 
application incorporates the 
AutoGuard® safety cover into a 
concealed track which is seamlessly 
fastened to the pool wall or secured 
in a track retainer system. 

The advantages of the under track 
system are that it removes the cover 
tracks from your pool deck, gives you 
more options for the edges of the pool, 
and allows for greater flexibility in 
creating an attractive lid.

Fiberglass pool, deck on deck retainer

Vinyl liner with under track 
coping and flush lid

Gunite pool with gunite retainer

Vinyl liner with under track coping
and aluminum lid

Deck Mount 

Manual Guard on a fiberglass pool

Gunite pool, top track with vinyl bench

Deck Mount AutoGuard

If your pool is less that 18 feet wide 
and shorter that 38 feet long, a manual 
safety cover may be a viable option. 
Simply pull the cover closed with an 
extended rope, and open the cover 
by turning a handle.

Manual Guard

The AutoGuard® automatic pool 
cover can be installed on top of 
the pool deck and hidden in a 
multi-purpose housing that is 
constructed out of 100% 
weather resistant PVC.

Deck mount applications are 
ideal for existing pools and 
pools that require the system 
to be installed above the 
pool deck.
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Top Track Carriage with Positive Stops

Automatic Pool Covers’ Products

Premium Vinyl with 
Color Matched Hybrid Webbing
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Your Safest Option
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